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Áak'w-T'aakú LiDAR online
Downloading and displaying 'elevation products'
Two cartographic portals—one state and one federal—offer much 
of the amazing CBJ LiDAR for online viewing and/or download. 
This is an awesome resource for local teachers wishing to explore 
landforms or even forest structure with their students. The 'bare-
earth' hillshade pertains mostly to landforms, and the point cloud 
is more applicable to Habitats investigations. I'll give directions 
for both websites here.

Hillshade from DGGS
The Alaska State Division of Geological and Geophysical 
Surveys (DGGS) hosts the CBJ LiDAR in several formats. Open 
https://elevation.alaska.gov/ and on the map zoom to the CBJ. 
The red outline shows coverage of the 2013 LiDAR. In this 
example, we'll select just the tiles in the vicinity of Floyd Dryden 
School, where John Wade teaches. 1 Frame the school approxi-
mately as shown in the example on right. 

In the TOC (table of contents) on left, uncheck all options 
except Juneau 2013>DTM hillshade. Then check download 
current view on the top. A window pops up in center screen. 
Scroll to the bottom and check only Juneau 2013>all points and 
DTM hillshade. (If you want the raw elevation model for use in 
GIS, you'd also select DTM, but these instructions assume you 
only want a basic hillshade image for use in Photoshop or more 
simple image viewers.)

As you check and uncheck items, the tally at bottom for 
number of files and total size will change—in this case 7 files 
and 345 megabytes. All points will give you the point cloud, 
which requires an additional program to view. I'll get to that in a 

1  John was first of the year-1 teachers to dive into GIS. We'll use his 
school for examples, but work-flow is the same for any other facility in the 
CBJ. 

moment, but for now, click download. 
Eventually, you'll get a zipped folder. It includes a 

very large tif (right), which to my surprize covered much 
more than the view above centered around FD. 

If you included all points in your download, you'll 
also get a folder with all of the point cloud tiles overlap-
ping the above field of view. These are in a compression 
format called .laz. Arcmap can't use them so they have to 
be converted to .las, increasing file size by about 8 times. 

For those who don't use ArcMap, and stick to the 
free FugroViewer, described below, that doesn't matter, 
because Fugro accepts .laz files directly. For Arc users, 
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a helpful website with instructions for laz-to-las conver-
sion is Behind the Map ( https://gisjames.wordpress.com/2017/04/13/
converting-laz-to-las-files/):

" ● Download LASzip: Go to http://www.laszip.org/ and download the 
exe file    ● Save the LASzip.exe file to the directory where the LAZ files 
are located ● Using windows command prompt, navigate to where the 
exe and LAZ files are located  ●  to compress LAS files in this directory 
type: laszip.exe *.las  [Note, in the example on right, "cd"  = change 
drive. In my case, the files are on drive E.]  ● All of the LAZ files will now 
be converted to LAS files and saved in the same directory with the same 

cartographically inclined, I recommend contacting ESRI, the makers. 
They're great about supporting educators and their students with free 
software. John Wade, who took both Landforms and Habitats in 2018, has 
navigated the support channels and District permissions, etc. He can share 
tips on that process, and if you make the leap, I can provide you with a ton 
of spatial data for CBJ and beyond.

But if you don't have ArcMap?  The free program FugroViewer is 
powerful and intuitive.  ( https://www.fugro.com/about-fugro/our-expertise/technol-
ogy/fugroviewer ) On left is tile 0875 in their viewer, centered over Floyd 
Dryden, which you can rotate as in Google Earth's tilt tool, by clicking the 
header's 3D icon. You can generate a profile, and measure any tree height 
with the ruler tool. Best of all, Fugro accepts .laz files directly, without 
need for conversion to .las, as in the command-prompt process above.

Point cloud tiles from TNM (The National map)
Okay, so now you know how to: 1) navigate to a gorgeous hillshade show-
ing Juneau landforms in unprecedented detail, 2) download it as a high-res 
.tif, if desired, 3) download a cluster of tiles with the CBJ point cloud in 
.laz format, 4) convert them to .las for ArcMap, or 5) view them directly 
in Fugro.

But for ArcMap users who want a direct source for .las tiles, or Fugro 
users seeking a specific tile in either las or laz format from a more 

file name but with the LAS extension  "  [I've replaced James' example 
with my own on right. It took me a lot of tries because I'm not used 
to command language and kept forgetting spaces, etc. But finally, it 
started churning with those bottom 2 lines.  When I opened the laz 
folder, there were 6 new las files. Nice!]

So what do you do with these files?  If you have 
ArcMap you can open and manipulate .las tiles using the 
LAS dataset extension. Few Juneau teachers have access 
to this expensive program, but if you're tech savvy and 
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user-friendly portal, check out The National Map. While there, you'll prob-
ably also get distracted by a ton of other cool stuff, like aerial imagery, and 
geoPDFs (nice for the free app Avenza that we used on our field trips 2). A 
lot, but not all, of TNM is for GIS users.

But this is about the point cloud, so I'll leave the rest of TNM for you to 
explore.

Go to https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/   Zoom the map window to the 
CBJ, then Áak'w Táak (Mendenhall Valley). On the window above, I've 
again centered over Floyd Dryden.

2 For a geoPDF that you can use for field navigation, check the top box for US topo, and 
in the filter US topo current. Then when you click find products, you'll see all quads in your 
current zoom range. Click footprint to see area of coverage, then download. 

On the left-side TOC, check elevation source data (3DEP) - lidar, ifsar, and in the product search 
filter, uncheck everything but lidar point cloud (LPC). Then, when you click the blue find products 
box up top, if your map frame is centered about like mine, you'll see 4 options for point-cloud tiles 
with a choice of format. The top choice, for tile 0875, includes Floyd Dryden. Check footprint and 
the blue box will show you its extent. I've highlighted download las, but for fugro you can choose the 
smaller .laz file. 

Above: Download window on TNM (the national map). Where .las pointcloud 
tiles are unavailable, download .laz and convert.   ●  Right:  Here's the 
point cloud for middle Kaxdigoowu Héen (Montana Creek). Clockwise, verti-
cal view with points colored by elevation: profile of belt highlighted in blue: 
oblique view that you can rotate to any 'strike or dip' with your mouse, while 
zooming in or out with the roller.


